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A: Let's start here first $object = new stdClass(); $object->name = 'Your Name'; and $object->id = (string) $this->id;
$object->username = $this->username; $object->email = $this->email; (when dealing with $this- the context of the class) then later
on in your loop you have foreach ($users as $user) { $user->id = (string) $user->id; $user->username = $user->username;
$user->email = $user->email; } Notice how you just redefined these two variables again and again? this is so the database record
matches your copy! Remember that this is a copy. Then you have $user->update($id); then you end up updating all the records with
the same $id, and you have a new record matching that one, and so on and so forth... That's it, that's the problem, I am sorry. It
works as you may have seen, I'm only assuming that this is what you wanted, because there is no information in the question.
Vince, I have tried to make this short because it is extremely important for me to get this question out of the way for the time being:
1. I have always worked at Enron. My first two years at Berkeley were not related to my employment at Enron and my work there
can be described as recreational. The last three years have been an "on-ramp" to my current employment at Enron and while it has
been a very interesting and fun experience, I have not been working there and I have never been offered a position at Enron. As a
result, I am concerned that I have not included my contact information in the latest draft. If I have, please contact me. If I have not,
then I need to know the correct contact information for you personally. I assume that the address above is correct (the system
recognizes it as a residential address), however, I do need to contact you. Any assistance you can give in this matter is greatly
appreciated. Regards, Scott > -----
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